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Typestate analysis is a commonly used static technique to identify software vulnerabilities by assessing if a sequence of operations violates temporal safety specifications defined by a finite state automaton. Path-sensitive typestate analysis (PSTA) offers a more precise solution by eliminating false alarms stemming from infeasible paths. To improve the efficiency of path-sensitive analysis, previous efforts have incorporated sparse techniques, with a focus on analyzing the path feasibility of def-use chains. However, they cannot be directly applied to detect typestate vulnerabilities requiring temporal information within the control flow graph like use-to-use information.

In this paper, we introduce FGS, a Fast Graph Simplification approach designed for PSTA by retaining multi-point temporal information while harnessing the advantages of sparse analysis. We propose a new multi-point slicing technique that captures the temporal and spatial correlations within the program. By doing so, it optimizes the program by only preserving the necessary program dependencies, resulting in a sparser structure for precision-preserving PSTA. Our graph simplification approach, as a fast preprocessing step, offers several benefits for existing PSTA algorithms. These include a more concise yet precision-preserving graph structure, decreased numbers of variables and constraints within execution states, and simplified path feasibility checking. As a result, the overall efficiency of the PSTA algorithm exhibits significant improvement.

We evaluated FGS using NIST benchmarks and ten real-world large-scale projects to detect four types of vulnerabilities, including memory leaks, double-frees, use-after-frees, and null dereferences. On average, when comparing FGS against ESP (baseline PSTA), FGS reduces 89% of nodes, 86% of edges, and 88% of calling context of the input graphs, obtaining a speedup of 116× and a memory usage reduction of 93% on the large projects evaluated. Our experimental results also demonstrate that FGS outperforms six open-source tools (IKOS, CLANGSA, SABER, CPPCHECK, INFER, and SPARROW) on the NIST benchmarks, which comprises 846 programs. Specifically, FGS achieves significantly higher precision, with improvements of up to 171% (42% on average), and detects a greater number of true positives, with enhancements of up to 245% (52% on average). Moreover, among the ten large-scale projects, FGS successfully found 105 real bugs with a precision rate of 82%. In contrast, our baseline tools not only missed over 42% of the real bugs but also yielded an average precision rate of just 13%.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Typestate analysis \cite{30, 68} aims at determining whether a sequence of program operations violates a safety specification given a finite state automaton. This approach has shown success in identifying a spectrum of vulnerabilities, including use-after-frees/double-frees \cite{72, 76}, memory/resource leakages \cite{45, 50}, access controls \cite{59}, and concurrency bugs \cite{32, 38}. Path-sensitive typestate analysis (PSTA) \cite{30, 33, 50} elevates the precision of its path-insensitive counterpart by capturing inter-branch correlations and reducing false alarms arising from infeasible paths. PSTA typically requires maintaining an execution state that captures the values of program variables and path constraints, and it validates path feasibility when encountering branches.

**Existing efforts and limitations.** ESP \cite{30, 33} is a representative instance of PSTA that scales to large programs. Unlike full path-sensitive analyses that compute a solution through a meet-over-all-path approach, ESP takes a partially path-sensitive approach to avoid examining a potentially unbounded number of program paths. It employs a symbolic state, incorporating both an execution state and an automaton’s "property state" (typestate) \cite{30} as a data-flow fact. At a control-flow joint point, ESP merges execution states with identical typestates, yielding a single symbolic state and thus achieving a maximal-fixed-point solution with program paths sensitive to typestate preserved. Subsequently, several approaches \cite{37, 44, 50, 80} propose more effective analysis based on optimizing the typestate transitions. Their main focus is to improve the precision of alias analysis and eliminate spurious typestate transitions on non-aliased objects. For instance, Fink et al. \cite{37} propose incorporating typestate analysis with alias analysis and concentrating precise alias analysis only on relevant typestate properties. Additionally, there are hybrid typestate analysis approaches attempting to combine static typestate analysis with the dynamic residual runtime monitor \cite{15, 16, 35} or fuzzing \cite{72} to detect typestate vulnerabilities.

To the best of our knowledge, all previous efforts in PSTA primarily focused on enhancing the precision of alias analysis or exploring opportunities for integrating dynamic analysis techniques. Nonetheless, there remains considerable potential for optimizing PSTA’s efficiency, which is a hard but relatively unexplored research area. Recently, several approaches propose sparse path-sensitive analyses \cite{64, 65, 71} to improve the efficiency of path-sensitive analysis. The key idea is to propagate data flow facts along def-use chains and skip unnecessary control flows. For example, Fusion \cite{65} proposes a fused approach to validate path feasibility for def-use chains efficiently. However, the def-use chains lack information on the temporal execution order within the control flow graph, such as use-to-use information. Hence, the existing sparse approaches cannot be directly applied to detect vulnerabilities associated with typestate concerns. Moreover, in contrast to the focus of the sparse analysis on solving a reachability problem from sources to sinks, typestate analysis often requires tracking multiple sequential program points to identify potential error states, such as detecting use-after-frees. It becomes necessary to consider the multi-point temporal and spatial correlations in the typestate analysis process.

**Insights and challenges.** To preserve the multi-point temporal and spatial correlations while harnessing the benefits of sparse analysis, we focus on graph simplification, a more general and practical approach by reducing the size of the control flow graph, yielding a sparser structure used by the same PSTA without modifying the underlying analysis algorithm. Our insight comes from slicing techniques \cite{51, 61, 67}, which can simplify the analysis by selectively considering the code fragment related to specific program points of interest. However, most of these slicing techniques are designed for path-insensitive analysis and are for different purposes, e.g., program debugging and comprehension. No prior works have explored slicing to improve the PSTA’s scalability. The primary technical challenge lies in devising an effective and efficient multi-point slicing algorithm. Effectiveness refers to the ability of the algorithm to eliminate as many irrelevant nodes as possible,
maximizing the extraction of relevant information. For example, an intuitive approach that performs a backward slicing on the sparse value-flow graph does not consider the multi-point temporal and spatial properties of a typestate analysis, which significantly limits the slicing effectiveness. The ideal algorithm should also operate efficiently, serving as a pre-processing step that executes significantly faster than the PSTA algorithm itself. Furthermore, it is crucial to ensure that the soundness and precision of PSTA are not compromised after applying the slicing technique.

Our solution. We present FGS, a fast graph simplification approach for PSTA through tempo-spatial multi-point slicing that effectively compacts the interprocedural control flow graph (ICFG). Our graph simplification approach is not dependent on later typestate algorithms and can be applied across various PSTA solvers, also accommodating different alias analyses or dynamic approaches. The process initiates with a fast path-insensitive multi-point markers extraction, soundly identifying all potentially vulnerable operation sequences (aka multi-point markers). Guided by these multi-point markers, we present a new slicing technique that accounts for the temporal orders of these markers while retaining only the necessary spatial program dependencies (i.e., control and data dependencies) within the ICFG. Eliminating unnecessary ICFG nodes results in significant compaction of the control flow graph, resulting in a sparser structure with fewer edges and calling contexts. Consequently, a PSTA algorithm benefits from this graph simplification through a more compact ICFG with reduced variables and path constraints in execution states and fast SMT solving. Importantly, the soundness and precision of the PSTA algorithm remain unchanged because (1) the multi-point markers extracted from the path-insensitive analysis is an over-approximation of the sequences under path-sensitive analysis, and (2) all essential temporal and spatial information for determining the feasibility of the markers is preserved within the simplified ICFG.

Framework overview. Figure 1 provides an overview of our framework. The input of our framework is a finite-state automaton, and LLVM’s intermediate representation (IR) [48], as formally defined in Section 2.1. This IR is then passed to a static analysis tool SVF [70], which produces an interprocedural control flow graph (ICFG), a program dependence graph (PDG) and a call graph (CallGraph). We first extract multi-point markers (i.e., path-insensitive vulnerable operation sequences) on the ICFG according to the automaton using a fast path-insensitive typestate analysis by treating all ICFG edges without considering branch conditions. The markers are used to guide our multi-point slicing module to acquire the program statements necessary for the costly path-sensitive analysis and guarantee that the vulnerable operation sequences are equivalent to the original PSTA. The multi-point slicing module consists of two key parts: a temporal multi-point slicing (TMS) and a spatial multi-point slicing (SMS). TMS acquires the statements from all the temporal paths with each containing at least one marker. SMS works on PDG to capture all the control and data dependencies of the program points in the markers. TMS and SMS work collectively to preserve the temporal and spatial correlations within the program. PSTA can then work on a more compacted graph produced based on the tempo-spatial slice, an intersection of the temporal and spatial
2 PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We introduce the preliminary knowledge including the target language, typestate and PSTA.

2.1 LLVM-like Language

Table 1 gives the LLVM-like language [48] for conducting path-sensitive typestate analysis. The set of all variables \( V \) is divided into two distinct subsets: \( O \), including all possible abstract objects, i.e., address-taken variables of a pointer and \( P \), representing all top-level variables. In LLVM’s language, a top-level variable, such as \( p, q, r \in P \), can be defined only once. An address-taken object, such as \( o \in O \), can be read/modified only through dereferencing top-level pointers within `StoreStmt` and `LoadStmt`. A constant value \( c \) is consistently allocated to a top-level variable as its initial assignment at `ConsStmt`. For `AddrStmt` \( p = a\_{\text{loc}} \), \( o \) pertains to either a stack or global variable, or it takes the form of an abstract heap object created dynamically. `GepStmt` serves as a representation for accessing fields within a struct object, whereby its field offset `f1d` is maintained as a constant value. FGS uses a field-index-based approach to field-sensitivity similar to [13, 57]. The distinction between fields within a struct object is established through their individual and unique indices. `PhiStmt` is a standard SSA instruction introduced at a confluence point on the control-flow graph to facilitate the selection of variable values from different branches. Lastly, passing parameters to a callee or returning from it at a specific callsite is represented by `CopyStmt`. In the following sections, we may use program statements and instructions interchangeably.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( t := )</th>
<th><code>Stmt</code></th>
<th><code>Consts</code></th>
<th><code>Stack virtual registers</code></th>
<th><code>Global pointer variables</code></th>
<th><code>Top-level Variables</code></th>
<th><code>Program variables</code></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p = c )</td>
<td><code>ConsStmt</code></td>
<td><code>AddrStmt</code></td>
<td><code>GepStmt(Field)</code></td>
<td><code>GepStmt(ARRAY-C)</code></td>
<td><code>GepStmt(ARRAY-V)</code></td>
<td><code>StoreStmt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p = &amp;q[f1d] )</td>
<td><code>GepStmt(Field)</code></td>
<td><code>GepStmt(ARRAY-C)</code></td>
<td><code>GepStmt(ARRAY-V)</code></td>
<td><code>CopyStmt</code></td>
<td><code>UnaryStmt</code></td>
<td><code>BinaryStmt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p = &amp;q[c] )</td>
<td><code>GepStmt(Field)</code></td>
<td><code>GepStmt(ARRAY-C)</code></td>
<td><code>GepStmt(ARRAY-V)</code></td>
<td><code>CopyStmt</code></td>
<td><code>UnaryStmt</code></td>
<td><code>BinaryStmt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p = @q[v] )</td>
<td><code>GepStmt(Field)</code></td>
<td><code>GepStmt(ARRAY-C)</code></td>
<td><code>GepStmt(ARRAY-V)</code></td>
<td><code>CopyStmt</code></td>
<td><code>UnaryStmt</code></td>
<td><code>BinaryStmt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p = q )</td>
<td><code>StoreStmt</code></td>
<td><code>CopyStmt</code></td>
<td><code>CopyStmt</code></td>
<td><code>CopyStmt</code></td>
<td><code>CopyStmt</code></td>
<td><code>CopyStmt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p = \phi(i,p1,p2,...p0) )</td>
<td><code>PhiStmt</code></td>
<td><code>PhiStmt</code></td>
<td><code>PhiStmt</code></td>
<td><code>PhiStmt</code></td>
<td><code>PhiStmt</code></td>
<td><code>PhiStmt</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r = p \odot q )</td>
<td><code>BinaryStmt</code></td>
<td><code>BinaryStmt</code></td>
<td><code>BinaryStmt</code></td>
<td><code>BinaryStmt</code></td>
<td><code>BinaryStmt</code></td>
<td><code>BinaryStmt</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \odot \in \{+, -, \text{and}, \text{or}, =, !=, <, <>, <>, &&, <>, =,, =,, \land \} \]
2.2 Typestate Analysis

Typestate [68] expands the scope of standard immutable types for potential state changes by representing the different states of a given type and its state transitions through a typestate finite-state automaton (Definition 1). Typestates define valid sequences of operations that can be performed upon an instance of a given type. Typestate analysis is well-suited for specification-based bug detection, protocol analysis and so on.

**Definition 1** (Typestate finite-state automaton). A typestate finite-state automaton \( \tau = (\Sigma, T, T_0, \delta, T_e) \) has five tuples. The language \( \Sigma \) denotes the operations or instructions (e.g., function calls) that can be performed on the typestates. \( T \) represents all the possible typestates, and \( T_0 \in T \) is the initial state. The state-transition table \( \delta \in (T \times \Sigma) \rightarrow T \) consists of all the state-transition functions encoding the effects of operations in \( \Sigma \), which maps one state to another given an instruction. \( T_e \) is the error typestate indicating a potential bug detected. The error state is a trap state with a self-loop transition.

**Example 1** (Use-after-free (UAF) typestate analysis). Figure 2 shows the typestate finite-state automaton for detecting use-after-free vulnerability [28]. The language \( \Sigma \) consists of memory allocation (\( \text{alloc} \)), memory free (\( \text{free} \)) and memory usage (\( \text{use} \)). \( T = \{T_0, T_a, T_f, T_e\} \) includes an initial state \( T_0 \), an allocated state \( T_a \), a freed state \( T_f \) and an error state \( T_e \). \( T_0 \) transfers to \( T_a \) when encountering a memory allocation. \( T_a \) changes to \( T_f \) if the allocated memory is released. The error state \( T_e \) is reached when using the memory object holding a \( T_f \) state.

**Definition 2** (Operation sequence). An operation sequence is a sequence of instructions \( \ell_1 \leadsto \cdots \leadsto \ell_n \) on ICFG, where \( \ell_1 \ldots \ell_n \in \Sigma \) are the operations in \( \Sigma \) of a given \( \tau \). The order of operations on the sequence should follow the temporal execution order of the target program.

**Definition 3** (Vulnerable operation sequence). A vulnerable operation sequence \( \pi \) is an operation sequence \( \ell_1 \leadsto \cdots \leadsto \ell_n \) that leads to an error typestate. An initial typestate \( T_0 \) changes into the error state \( T_e \) when sequentially performing each instruction on \( \pi \). In the following sections, we may use sequence(s) as the shorter form of vulnerable operation sequence(s) for brevity.

**Example 2** (Vulnerable operation sequence for UAF). Suppose that we have three consecutive program instructions \( \ell_1 : p = \text{malloc}(); \ell_2 : \text{free}(p); \ell_3 : \text{printf}(p); \). There is a vulnerable operation sequence \( \ell_1 \leadsto \ell_2 \leadsto \ell_3 \), which follows the temporal order of the program and leads to an error state at the end of the instructions.

2.3 Path-Sensitive Typestate Analysis

We use ESP [30], a prime instance of PSTA implemented in the IFDS framework [60], as the baseline PSTA used in our paper. As in Definition 5, ESP computes and maintains symbolic states (a combination of typestates and execution states) as data-flow facts when analyzing the target program. At a joint point in ICFG, ESP merges the symbolic states with the same typestate, while the symbolic states with different typestates are propagated and analyzed independently in a path-sensitive manner. We first introduce the symbolic state and then present the flow functions for handling program instructions and then the PSTA algorithm.

**Definition 4** (Execution state). We define the execution state for a given program as a composition of a map \( V \rightarrow A \) from program variables \( V \) to an abstract domain \( A \), an over-approximated
abstraction of the concrete domain [24], and a path constraint [18] that captures the conditions that must hold for a specific execution path to be taken.

**Definition 5** (Symbolic state). A symbolic state $S \in \mathcal{S}$ is a pair of typestate (Definition 1) and execution state (Definition 4). We use $ts(S)$ and $es(S)$ to retrieve the typestate and the execution state of the symbolic state $S$, respectively.

**Flow functions.** A flow function encodes how symbolic states transit given a program instruction $t$. Equation 1 shows the flow functions used in ESP ($F_m$, $F_b$, and $F_o$) and a grouping function ($\alpha$), which merges the symbolic states with equivalent typestate. $F_m$ handles the control-flow joint point. It first joins the symbolic states from the two incoming branches and calls $\alpha$ to group symbolic states. $F_b$ handles the branch instruction. It checks path feasibility according to the branch condition ($cond$) for each symbolic state using an SMT solver and only keeps symbolic states with a feasible execution state. $F_o$ handles the other program instructions. It updates the execution state based on the semantics of the instruction $t$. The typestate will also be updated if the instruction is in the language, i.e., $t \in \Sigma$. In the end, $\alpha$ is applied to the updated symbolic states.

\[
\begin{align*}
F_m(t, SS_1, SS_2) &= \alpha(SS_1 \cup SS_2) \\
F_b(t, SS, cond) &= \{S' \mid S' = f_b(t, S, cond) \land S \in SS \land es(S') \neq \bot\} \\
F_o(t, SS) &= \alpha(\{f_o(t, S) \mid S \in SS\}) \\
\alpha(SS) &= \{\langle T, \bigcup_{S \in SS} es(S) \rangle \mid T \in \text{T} \land SS[T] \neq \emptyset\} \\
SS[T] &= \{S \mid S \in SS \land T \in ts(S)\}
\end{align*}
\]

**PSTA algorithm.** ESP is a typical worklist algorithm that works on the $G_{ICFG}$ by propagating each pair $\langle n, T \rangle$ consisting of an ICFG node $n$ and typestate $T$ along $G_{ICFG}$. ESP then derives a symbolic state map that maps from a control-flow edge and typestate pair to symbolic states $\text{Info} : E \times \text{T} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{S})$, where $\mathcal{P}(\mathcal{S})$ denotes the powerset of $\mathcal{S}$. The algorithm terminates when a fixed point is reached, i.e., $\text{Info}$ remains unchanged. A bug is recorded if there exists an error typestate in $\text{Info}$.

Once an item $\langle n, T \rangle$ is selected from the worklist, the analysis will employ the corresponding flow functions based on $n$’s type (i.e., different kinds of program instructions) in Equation 1 in order to derive symbolic states and update $\text{Info}$. For the control-flow joint point, ESP groups the symbolic states using the merge flow function $F_m$. When encountering program branches, we apply $F_b$ to check path feasibility. For the other nodes, we call $F_o$ to update the execution state and/or typestate.

**Example 3.** Figure 3 shows an example of intraprocedural PSTA. A memory object is created at $\frac{2}{2}$, released at $\frac{4}{4}$ and used at $\frac{7}{7}$. We analyze the program with automaton $\tau$ in Figure 2 and the flow functions in Equation 1. For the memory allocation at $\frac{2}{2}$, we apply $F_o$ to produce $\langle T_a, \tau \rangle$ from $\langle T_b, \tau \rangle$. For the conditional branch at $\frac{3}{3}$, we check path feasibility and encode path constraints in the execution state according to $F_b$, yielding $\langle T_a, c \rangle$ and $\langle T_a, \neg c \rangle$ at $\frac{3}{3} \rightarrow \frac{4}{4}$ and $\frac{3}{3} \rightarrow \frac{5}{5}$ respectively. For the control-flow joint point $\frac{5}{5}$, we merge its incoming symbolic states using $F_m$ and produce $\{\langle T_a, \neg c \rangle, \langle T_f, c \rangle\}$. Note that $\frac{2}{2} \rightarrow \frac{3}{3} \rightarrow \frac{4}{4} \rightarrow \frac{7}{7}$ would form a vulnerable operation sequence.
(Definition 3) if using a path-insensitive typestate analysis. However, this is a false alarm because the control-flow guards \(\{3 \rightarrow 4\} \) and \(\{6 \rightarrow 7\} \) contradict each other. PSTA can eliminate this false alarm because \(\langle T_a, \neg c \rangle \) and \(\langle T_f, c \rangle \) are analyzed independently and precisely at \(6\). \(\langle T_f, c \rangle \) does not pass to \(7\) due to infeasible path given the conjunction of contradictory constraints \(c \land \neg c\).

**Interprocedural PSTA and IFDS.** The interprocedural PSTA algorithm is also a worklist algorithm similar to intraprocedural PSTA. The flow functions \(F_m, F_b\) and \(F_o\) are the same as the intraprocedural PSTA. In addition, interprocedural PSTA considers function calls by handling callsites and function exits in a context-sensitive manner.

The algorithm is implemented based on the IFDS framework \([60]\), where the data flow facts are symbolic states. A summary map is used to summarize and cache the symbolic states generated by each function by mapping dataflow facts at the entry to the exit. At each call site, the algorithm checks whether the summary of the callee has been created, and reuses the summarized symbolic states if the summary exists. At each function exit, the algorithm generates the summary of the corresponding function.

### 2.4 Problem Formulation

Our objective is to boost the efficiency of the path-sensitive typestate algorithm while maintaining the same precision. This improvement can be done by focusing on simplifying \(G_{ICFG}\), which, in turn, contributes to the reduction of execution states and alleviates the computational cost of SMT solving, which represents a significant portion of the algorithm’s overhead.

Intuitively, an ideal graph simplification approach should aim to remove as many ICFG nodes as possible. However, simply eliminating nodes without considering the temporal and spatial correlations between variables can alter the sequences of operations in the typestate language. This disruption can lead to either a false alarm or a false negative, resulting in an incorrect PSTA solution. For instance, when control-flow nodes that affect branch conditions are eliminated, they can influence path feasibility and may result in spurious sequences of operations in the simplified graph. A correct graph simplification approach must ensure the equivalence of vulnerable operation sequences (Definition 3) between the original ICFG and the simplified ICFG. Hence, it is important to preserve relevant instructions (or ICFG nodes) when evaluating the path feasibility within the simplified graph. Note that our approach does not aim to retain non-vulnerable operation sequences as they do not contribute to bug detection. In the following sections, we use \(\Pi\) to represent path-sensitive sequences and \(\Pi\) to denote path-insensitive sequences (multi-point markers).

**Definition 6** (Typestate reachability equivalence). Let \(G_{ICFG}\) be the original interprocedural control-flow graph, and let \(G'_{ICFG}\) be the simplified graph. Given an automaton \(\tau\), let \(\Pi_\tau\) be the vulnerable operation sequences extracted from the \(G_{ICFG}\) and \(\Pi'_\tau\) be the sequences extracted from \(G'_{ICFG}\) under the same path-sensitive analysis. \(G_{ICFG}\) and \(G'_{ICFG}\) are typestate reachability equivalent iff \((\forall \pi \in \Pi_\tau : \pi \in \Pi'_\tau) \land (\forall \pi' \in \Pi'_\tau : \pi' \in \Pi_\tau) \land (\pi \notin \Pi_\tau \Leftrightarrow \pi \notin \Pi'_\tau)\).

We formulate our graph simplification problem as follows:

Given an interprocedural control-flow graph \(G_{ICFG}\) and an automaton \(\tau\), our approach aims to generate a smaller graph \(G'_{ICFG}\) by removing redundant nodes on \(G_{ICFG}\) via multi-point slicing and guarantee that \(G_{ICFG}\) and \(G'_{ICFG}\) are typestate reachability equivalent.

### 3 A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

We present an example in Figure 4 to illustrate how FGS speedups ESP \([30]\) a traditional PSTA by simplifying \(G_{ICFG}\) through tempo-spatial multi-point slicing using a use-after-free vulnerability.
The UAF-related source code snippet is depicted in Figure 4(a). Our analysis focuses on the allocated object \( p \) at \( \mathcal{3} \). The UAF bug is triggered at the memory usage \( \ast p \) at \( \mathcal{3} \), which is allocated with \texttt{malloc} at \( \mathcal{2} \) but is released with \texttt{free} at \( \mathcal{5} \) before being accessed at \( \mathcal{3} \). Note that, a path-insensitive typestate analysis would report another (false) use-after-free bug at \( \mathcal{3} \). This produces two multi-point markers \( \mathcal{\hat{1}} : \{ 2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \mathcal{3}, 2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \mathcal{3} \} \). The first sequence is infeasible under a path-sensitive analysis because the branch condition \( 4 \) \( \rightarrow 5 \) and \( 4 \) \( \rightarrow 5 \) contradict each other. Hence there is only one true vulnerable operation sequence, that is \( \Pi = \{ 2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \mathcal{3} \} \).

**Sparse analysis, ESP and their limitations.** The current sparse path-sensitive analysis cannot distinguish between use-after-free and free-after-use because the value-flow graph used in the sparse path-sensitive analysis does not have information on the temporal order from \( 5 \) to \( \mathcal{3} \) and to \( \mathcal{3} \) (use-to-use relation). Hence, reporting "free-after-use" as a vulnerability can cause false positives. In contrast, ESP can track the use-to-use temporal order from \( 5 \) to \( \mathcal{3} \) and to \( \mathcal{3} \). The ESP approach in Figure 4(b) involves traversing \( G_{ICFG} \) and deriving symbolic states at each program point. In comparison, an ideal simplified graph \( G'_{ICFG} \) is shown in Figure 4(c), which is significantly smaller than \( G_{ICFG} \). Meanwhile, \( G'_{ICFG} \) is typestate reachability equivalent (Definition 6) as \( G_{ICFG} \) because the path-sensitive sequences are equivalent, i.e., \( \Pi \equiv \Pi' \) (both are \( \{ 2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \mathcal{3} \}) \). Note that, removing any nodes on \( G_{ICFG} \) would alter the sequences (e.g., removing \( 2, 5, \mathcal{3}, \mathcal{3} \) or \( \mathcal{3} \)) or influence the path feasibility (e.g., removing \( 1, 4 \) or \( 13 \)).

**FGS approach.** Our graph simplification captures temporal and spatial correlations by preserving the temporal information while leveraging sparse analysis to keep necessary spatial and temporal dependencies. This can boost the efficiency of PSTA while not compromising the analysis precision. In Figure 4(b), we contrast the ESP performed on the original ICFG, introduced in Section 2.3, with the PSTA on the simplified ICFG via multi-point slicing illustrated in Figure 4(c). FGS first runs a fast yet cheap path-insensitive analysis to extract \( \hat{\Pi} : \{ 2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \mathcal{3}, 2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \mathcal{3} \} \). Guided by \( \hat{\Pi} \), a multi-point slicing is conducted to capture temporal and spatial dependencies of \( \hat{\Pi} \). These dependencies produced by slicing facilitate PSTA to efficiently validate the feasibility of \( \hat{\Pi} \) and yield equivalent sequences as ESP \( \Pi = \{ 2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \mathcal{3} \} \) because \( 2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \mathcal{3} \) is infeasible (both are \( \{ 2 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow \mathcal{3} \}) \). Temporal multi-point slicing (TMS) extracts all execution paths with each containing at least one vulnerable operation sequence. \( 9, 10 \) and \( 10 \) can be excluded on the temporal slice because no program executions containing at least one \( \hat{\pi} \in \hat{\Pi} \) would pass \( 9, 10 \).
and $\circ 9$. The absence of TMS would require feasibility checking at $4 \rightarrow 9$, resulting in additional overhead. Furthermore, it also requires analyzing the function bar at the callsite $10$. Spatial multi-point slicing (SMS) identifies control and data dependencies related to the sequence. $3$, $6$, $7$, $8$, and $11$ can be excluded on the spatial slice because they have no control or data dependence relation with the nodes on $\hat{1}$. The absence of SMS would need to compute the execution state and feasibility checking at $6 \rightarrow 7$ and $6 \rightarrow 8$. The path constraint would include the redundant branch condition $c_1$ at $6$. The tempo-spatial slice, an intersection of the temporal and spatial slices, consists of only seven nodes, $1$, $2$, $4$, $5$, $12$, $3$ and $13$.

**Benefits.** A smaller graph $G'_{ICFG}$ can contribute to fewer symbolic state propagations during PSTA. While ESP yields 18 symbolic states on the original ICFG and yields just 6 on the simplified ICFG. This translates to significant computational savings, particularly in terms of function summaries at irrelevant callsites (e.g., $\circ 9$) and faster convergence to a fixed-point in the PSTA algorithm, due to the simplified graph structure with fewer control-flow joint nodes. Furthermore, execution states become more compact as irrelevant variables and path constraints are eliminated. Our graph simplification approach not only improves time and space during symbolic state propagation but also reduces the cost of SMT solving, given the simplified path constraints.

## 4 FGS APPROACH

In this section, we provide details for extracting multi-point markers $\hat{1}$ in Section 4.1, followed by the tempo-spatial multi-point slicing approach in Section 4.2. We discuss the correctness and complexity of each component, and several properties to state FGS’s correctness and the efficiency improvement it delivers.

### 4.1 Multi-Point Markers Extraction

Intuitively, we can either enumerate the instructions in the typestate language $\Sigma$ or utilize depth/bread-first search on $G_{ICFG}$ to extract multi-point markers $\hat{1}$ (path-insensitive vulnerable operation sequences). However, enumerating instructions may yield unrealizable sequences that do not exist on $G_{ICFG}$, while depth/bread-first search may result in an exponential blowup of program paths [51]. This is almost as expensive as solving all path feasibility and clearly undermines the goal of improving scalability as a pre-analysis. We propose $\hat{1}$-extraction by identifying multi-point markers in a context-sensitive but path-insensitive manner by solving an IFDS data-flow problem [30], where the data flow facts are in the form of symbolic chains $Q$ (Definition 7). Symbolic chains contain information of the multi-point markers. Hence, we collect symbolic chains using the fast IFDS algorithm to obtain multi-point markers for later multi-point slicing. In the following sections, we will give the definition of symbolic chains and present the flow functions specifically designed to extract symbolic chains.

**Definition 7 (Symbolic chains $Q$).** A symbolic chain $Q \in Q$ is a composition of a typestate (Definition 1) and operation sequences (Definition 2). We use $ts(Q)$ and $os(Q)$ to represent the typestate and the operation sequences within the symbolic chain $Q$ respectively. We use $QS$ to represent a set of symbolic chains. The path-insensitive $\hat{1}$-extraction can be obtained within the symbolic chains coupled with an error typestate, i.e., $\hat{1} = \bigcup_{(s, p) \in QS} P$.

**Flow functions for symbolic chains.** Equation 2 shows the flow functions designed for symbolic chains. $F_m$ joins the symbolic chains from the predecessors of a control flow joint point. When encountering program branches, $F_b$ does not perform expensive path feasibility checks and simply transfers the input chains $QS$ to the output. $F_o$ updates the typestate and/or the operation sequences.
within the symbolic chains $QS$ for a given control flow node.

$$F_m(t, QS_1, QS_2) = \alpha_{os}(QS_1 \cup QS_2)$$

$$F_o(t, QS) = QS$$

$$F_o(n, QS) = \alpha_{os}(\{f_o(n) \mid Q \in QS\})$$

(2)

The grouping function $\alpha_{os}$ merges the operation sequences with equivalent typestate, which is defined as follows:

$$\alpha_{os}(QS) = \{(T, \bigcup_{Q \in QS[T]} os(Q)) \mid T \in T \land QS[T] \neq \emptyset\}$$

(3)

where $QS[T] = \{Q \mid Q \in QS \land T \in ts(Q)\}$.

Note that, prior to collecting symbolic chains, we condense $G_{ICFG}$ by only retaining those nodes in $\Sigma$ that involve objects aliased with the object of interest. This effectively trims the size of $G_{ICFG}$, thereby enhancing the overall efficiency of the symbolic chains collection algorithm.

**Example 4.** Figure 5 illustrates how to collect symbolic chains ($\langle T_o, \{2\rightarrow\{5\}\rightarrow\{3\}\} \rangle$ and $\langle T_e, \{2\rightarrow\{5\}\rightarrow\{3\}\} \rangle$) by revising our code example in Figure 4. The condensed $G_{ICFG}$ becomes very straightforward because it exclusively encompasses nodes in $\Sigma$ that are related to the object $p$, i.e., $2$, $5$, $13$ and $\bar{13}$. The initial symbolic chain is $\langle T_0, \{\rangle$. The typestate $T_0$ changes to $T_o$ at $2$ so $2$ is appended to the symbolic chain to generate $\langle T_o, \{2\} \rangle$. The symbolic chain passing through $\bar{5}$, $13$ and $\bar{13}$ also observe typestate transition, producing $\langle T_f, \{2\rightarrow\{5\} \rangle$, $\langle T_e, \{2\rightarrow\{5\}\rightarrow\{3\}\} \rangle$ and $\langle T_e, \{2\rightarrow\{5\}\rightarrow\{3\}\} \rangle$ respectively. We check the symbolic chains at each error triggering point ($\bar{13}$ and $\bar{13}$ in our example) and collect all the multi-point markers $\langle 2\rightarrow\{5\}\rightarrow\{3\}\rangle$ and $\langle 2\rightarrow\{5\}\rightarrow\{3\}\rangle$ residing in the symbolic chains coupled with an error typestate, i.e., $\langle T_e, \{2\rightarrow\{5\}\rightarrow\{3\}\} \rangle$ and $\langle T_e, \{2\rightarrow\{5\}\rightarrow\{3\}\} \rangle$. These markers are used to guide later multi-point slicing.

**Lemma 4.1 (Correctness of $\hat{T}$-extraction).** Given a $G_{ICFG}$ and an automaton $\hat{T}$, $\hat{T}$-extraction based on the symbolic chains $\hat{Q}$ obtains all multi-point markers on $G_{ICFG}$.

**Proof Sketch.** The symbolic chains are collected using a conservative path-insensitive typestate analysis built on the IFDS [30], and the flow functions in Equation 2 strictly follow Definitions 2 and 3 to derive the operation sequences in $\hat{Q}$. Therefore, it can identify all possible vulnerable operation sequences (multi-point markers).

**Complexity.** The time complexity is $O(|\hat{T}|l|E^{-1}| |T|^3)$, where $|E^{-1}| < |E|$ is the number of edges in the condensed $G_{ICFG}$ and $|T|$ is a constant representing the size of all the typestates. $O(|E^{-1}| |T|^3)$ is the time complexity of IFDS [60] and each edge stores at most $|\hat{T}|$ markers.

### 4.2 Tempo-Spatial Multi-Point Slicing

Given the multi-point information in the path-insensitive $\hat{T}$, tempo-spatial multi-point slicing effectively collects only necessary temporal and spatial program dependencies essential for PSTA. The expensive PSTA can then concentrate on the partial and relevant program slice to derive path-sensitive $\hat{I}$. Next, we detail the multi-point slicing technique, comprising a temporal multi-point slicing TMS (Section 4.2.1) which captures the temporal orders of $\hat{T}$; and a spatial multi-point slicing SMS (Section 4.2.2) which includes control and data-dependencies within $\hat{T}$.
4.2.1 Temporal multi-point slicing (TMS). TMS aims to collect the program instructions from all realizable control flows with each containing at least one \( \hat{\pi} \in \hat{I} \) in the temporal execution order inherent in \( \hat{\pi} \). Every control flow edge is treated non-deterministically, which ensures that any program instructions not included within the temporal slice are definitively excluded from the scope of runtime executions that pass through at least one \( \hat{\pi} \in \hat{I} \). Consequently, these program instructions not in the temporal slice are skipped during PSTA.

TMS starts with a bottom-up pass and finishes with a top-down pass. Both passes are performed (fully) context-sensitively based on the IFDS [51, 60]. The bottom-up pass starts at the error-triggering point and computes backwards dataflow facts, denoted as \( \text{buInfo} \), for each node. The element in \( \text{buInfo} \) characterizes the partially anticipable suffixes associated with the marker. The top-down pass starts at program entry and computes forwards dataflow facts, denoted as \( \text{tdInfo} \), for each node \( n \), which signifies the set of suffixes to represent implicitly the fact that their corresponding prefixes are partially available at node \( n \). In determining whether a node \( n \) is incorporated into the temporal slice \( V_{\text{TMS}} \), a pivotal criterion is applied: the two sets of data flow facts at node \( n \) must possess shared data flow facts, i.e., \( \text{buInfo}(n) \cap \text{tdInfo}(n) \neq \emptyset \).

Example 5. Figure 6 illustrates TMS on the multi-point marker \( 2 \leadsto 5 \leadsto 13 \) by revisiting the example in Figure 4 (6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are omitted for simplicity). As shown in the TMS result in Figure 6(c), 9 and 10 are excluded because no runtime executions containing \( 2 \leadsto 5 \leadsto 13 \) would pass 9 or 10. There are a total of three non-empty dataflow facts: \( \{a, f, u\} \), where \( a, f \) and \( u \) represent 2, 5 and 13 respectively. The solid dots in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) represent reachable dataflow facts in \( \text{buInfo} \) and \( \text{tdInfo} \), respectively. The bottom-up pass shown in Figure 6(a) starts at 13 and backward traverses the exploded \( G_{\text{ICFG}} \). The suffixes \( u, f, a \) are partially anticipable at 13, 5 and 2 respectively. Thus, we have \( \text{buInfo}(13) = \{u\}, \text{buInfo}(5) = \{u, f, u\} \) and \( \text{buInfo}(2) = \{u, f, a, f, u\} \). The top-down pass in Figure 6(b) starts at the program entry 1. The prefix \( a \) appears at 2. Thus, we have \( \text{tdInfo}(3) = \{f, u\} \), indicating that the prefix \( a \) is partially available at 3. The temporal slice is obtained by intersecting \( \text{buInfo} \) and \( \text{tdInfo} \) per node. 9 and 10 are excluded because they have no intersected dataflow facts.

Lemma 4.2 (Correctness of TMS). Given a \( G_{\text{ICFG}} \) and multi-point markers \( \hat{I} \), after graph simplification via TMS, the simplified ICFG preserves all \( \hat{\pi} \in \hat{I} \).

Proof Sketch. For each multi-point marker in \( \hat{I} \), TMS is able to collect the instructions on all possible control flows that contain the marker. Therefore, all \( \hat{\pi} \in \hat{I} \) are preserved within the simplified graph.  

Fig. 6. An example of temporal multi-point slicing.
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Complexity. The cost of TMS for one sequence is the complexity of the IFDS [60], which is O(|E||T|³), where |E| is the number of edges in ˜GICFG and |T| is a constant representing the size of all the typestates. Therefore, the total complexity is O(|Î||E||T|³).

4.2.2 Spatial multi-point slicing (SMS). SMS works on the program dependence graph, as defined in Definition 8, aiming to acquire the control and data dependencies of the program points in ˜Î, which are essential to determine the feasibility of ˜Î. The program instructions that are not control or data dependent on ˜Î are irrelevant and excluded.

Definition 8 (Program dependence graph GPDG). GPDG is a directed graph that captures the control and data dependencies of a program. We use Ec and Ed to represent control and data dependencies, respectively. For a control dependence edge ni → nj ∈ Ec, ni is reachable if the control-flow guard at ni is satisfied. A data dependence edge ni → nj ∈ Ed means that the variable definition at ni is used at nj. The control dependence edges set Ec can be established in linear time by using an augmented postdominator tree (APT) [58]. The data dependence Ed is built upon the partial SSA form by considering program control flows and a pre-computed points-to result [41, 70].

Definition 8 (Program dependence graph GPDG). GPDG is a directed graph that captures the control and data dependencies of a program. We use Ec and Ed to represent control and data dependencies, respectively. For a control dependence edge ni → nj ∈ Ec, ni is reachable if the control-flow guard at ni is satisfied. A data dependence edge ni → nj ∈ Ed means that the variable definition at ni is used at nj. The control dependence edges set Ec can be established in linear time by using an augmented postdominator tree (APT) [58]. The data dependence Ed is built upon the partial SSA form by considering program control flows and a pre-computed points-to result [41, 70].

\[ \text{INIT} \quad \pi \in ˜Î \quad n \in \pi \quad \{n\} \subseteq V_{\text{SMS}} \]

\[ \text{CONTROL} \quad n \in V_{\text{SMS}}(n_c, n) \in E_c \quad \{n_c\} \subseteq V_{\text{SMS}} \]

\[ \text{DATA} \quad n \in V_{\text{SMS}}(n_d, n) \in E_d \quad \{n_d\} \subseteq V_{\text{SMS}} \]

Fig. 8. Inference rules for spatial multi-point slicing.

Figure 8 formalizes the inference rules of SMS including INIT, CONTROL and DATA. The INIT rule initializes VSMS using the instructions in ˜Î. The CONTROL rule aims to retrieve all the control dependencies of the instructions in ˜Î, while the DATA rule aims to collect all the data dependencies. CONTROL and DATA rules work collectively until no new instructions are discovered.

Example 6. Figure 7 shows a running example of the spatial multi-point slicing using the code example from Figure 4. Data and control dependencies are annotated with solid and dotted lines respectively. For example, ⑬ is data dependent on ② because the variable p used at ⑬ is defined at ②. ⑤ is control dependent on ③ because the condition t > 1 at ③ determines the execution of ⑤. We perform spatial multi-point slicing by recursively traversing backward against the control and data dependencies starting from the nodes in ˜Î, i.e., ②, ⑤, ⑬ and ⑰. As a result, the spatial slice consists of ①, ②, ④, ⑤, ⑬, ⑰, ② and ⑬. As a result, the spatial slice consists of ①, ②, ④, ⑤, ⑬ and ⑰.

Lemma 4.3 (Correctness of SMS). Given a ˜GICFG and multi-point markers ˜Î, after graph simplification via SMS, the simplified ICFG preserves all the control and data dependencies of the instructions within ˜Î.

Proof Sketch. The GPDG (Definition 8) is sound because both control and data dependencies are soundly built. Therefore, SMS is correct because it is an inclusion-based algorithm by including all possible control and data dependencies related to ˜Î according to the inference rule in Figure 8. □

Table 2. The statistics of the open-source projects. \#LOI denotes the number of lines of LLVM instructions. \#Method and \#Call are the numbers of functions and method calls. \#Ptr and \#Obj represent the quantities of pointer variables and memory objects. $|V|$ and $|E|$ indicate the numbers of ICFG nodes and ICFG edges.

| Project  | \#LOI | \#Method | \#Call | \#Ptr | \#Obj | $|V|$  | $|E|$  |
|----------|-------|----------|--------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| YAJL     | 20.592| 151      | 561    | 10.197| 268   | 9,253 | 9,922 |
| gzip     | 33.058| 195      | 459    | 19.264| 457   | 16,889| 16,582|
| MP4v2    | 39.178| 601      | 610    | 15.925| 1,991 | 15,595| 16,733|
| bzip2    | 48.181| 116      | 250    | 28.710| 263   | 26,220| 25,912|
| darknet  | 159.205| 985    | 9,776 | 136,510|5,550 | 136,094|147,852|
| nasm     | 186,935| 652    | 7,435 | 121,836|43,000| 120,936|147,852|
| tmux     | 446,626| 1,967  | 22,369| 187,315|6,314 | 186,279|178,924|
| Tewworlds| 529,737| 2,306  | 28,267| 292,621|9,253| 251,356|246,029|
| nanoMQ   | 788,967| 3,235  | 47,646| 379,798|30,838| 358,312|443,670|
| redis    | 1,363,507| 6,314 | 68,664| 708,251|13,958| 589,019|704,356|
| Total    | 3,615,986| 165,22 | 186,037|1,900,427|65,22 | 1,871,618|2,550 |

4.2.3 Putting it all together. Given the temporal slice $V_{\text{TMS}}$ and spatial slice $V_{\text{SMS}}$, we compact the original $G_{\text{ICFG}}$ into a much smaller graph $G'_{\text{ICFG}}$ by retaining only the nodes in the intersected slice $V_{\text{TMS}} \cap V_{\text{SMS}}$.

**Theorem 4.4 (Correctness of FGS).** Given an interprocedural control flow graph $G_{\text{ICFG}}$ and an automaton $\tau$, FGS is able to generate a smaller graph $G'_{\text{ICFG}}$ which ensures that $G_{\text{ICFG}}$ and $G'_{\text{ICFG}}$ are typestate reachability equivalent.

**Proof Sketch.** According to Lemma 4.1, all the multi-point markers $\hat{\Pi}_f$ in $G_{\text{ICFG}}$ are preserved within $G'_{\text{ICFG}}$, i.e., $(\forall \hat{x} \in \hat{\Pi}_f : \hat{x} \in \hat{\Pi}'_f) \land (\forall \hat{x}' \in \hat{\Pi}'_f : \hat{x}' \in \hat{\Pi}'_f) \land (\hat{x} \notin \hat{\Pi}_f \Leftrightarrow \hat{x}' \notin \hat{\Pi}'_f)$. Concerning the feasibility of $\hat{\Pi}_f$, our multi-point slicing is able to include all the required program dependencies used to determine the feasibility of $\hat{\Pi}_f$. This is because our approach, which computes the intersection of TMS and SMS, can correctly include all the control and data dependencies residing in all possible temporal executions with each containing at least one $\hat{x} \in \hat{\Pi}_f$, given the correctness of TMS (Lemma 4.2) and SMS (Lemma 4.3). Therefore, the feasible sequences $\Pi_f$ and $\Pi'_f$ under path-sensitive analysis are equivalent, i.e., $(\forall \pi \in \Pi_f : \pi \in \Pi'_f) \land (\forall \pi' \in \Pi'_f : \pi' \in \Pi'_f) \land (\pi \notin \Pi_f \Leftrightarrow \pi \notin \Pi'_f)$. This demonstrates that $G_{\text{ICFG}}$ and $G'_{\text{ICFG}}$ are typestate reachability equivalent. □

**Speedup by FGS.** The PSTA algorithm, as described in [30], exhibits a time complexity of $O(H(K + J + Q)\mathbb{T}(|E|\mathbb{T} + CS\mathbb{T}^2))$. Here, each element can become less precise at most $H$ times, $K$ corresponds to a highly complex function for SMT solving, $J$ and $Q$ are the cost of the join operation and the equality operation on execution states, respectively. $\mathbb{T}$ signifies the domain of typestate, $E$ stands for $G_{\text{ICFG}}$ edges, and $CS$ indicates the number of call sites in the program. FGS can improve the efficiency by simplifying $G_{\text{ICFG}}$, i.e., reducing sizes of $|E|$ and $CS$, which contributes to the reduction of execution states including $H$, $J$ and $Q$ and reducing the cost $K$ of SMT solving.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we perform an ablation analysis to gain deeper insights into how the multi-point slicing of FGS influences its overall performance. Moreover, we also show the effectiveness of FGS for analyzing real-world programs and its practicality for detecting vulnerabilities including memory leaks, use-after-frees, double-frees, and null dereferences. We assess the effectiveness of FGS by comparing it with six popular open-source tools: IKOS [17], CLangSA (Clang Static Analyzer) [53], Saber [71], Cppcheck [25], Infer [43] and Sparrow [56].
5.1 Datasets and Implementation


Implementation. The experiments were conducted on an Ubuntu 18.04 server with an eight-core 2.60GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 128 GB memory. We constructed the interprocedural control and value flow graphs based on LLVM-IR [48, 70], (using LLVM version 14.0.0). The LLVM-IR represents program functions as global variables, which are further modeled as address-taken variables. The abstract domain in the execution state (Definition 4) is a combined domain of memory addresses for pointer analysis and the constant propagation used in ESP [30] for numerical analysis. The abstract value representation is implemented using Z3 expressions [31]. The callgraph of a program is built on a pre-computed Andersen’s points-to results [11] to resolve indirect calls. For the baselines, namely IKOS, ClangSA, Saber, Cppcheck, Infer, and Sparrow, we utilize their open-source implementations with default settings to detect memory leaks, double-frees, use-after-frees and null dereferences.

5.2 Research Questions

Our evaluation aims to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 How do different components impact the overall performance of FGS? We want to investigate how different slicing methods influence the effectiveness and efficiency of FGS.

RQ2 Does FGS outperform popular static tools for bug detection? We aim to explore whether FGS can detect more bugs with lower false alarm rates than the state-of-the-art on detecting existing bugs using the NIST benchmark with ground truths.

RQ3 Can FGS find bugs with lower false positives efficiently in real-world projects? We would like to examine the effectiveness (in terms of true and false positives) and efficiency (in terms of running time and memory usage) of FGS on real-world popular applications.

5.3 Impact of Graph Simplification and Ablation Analysis (RQ1)

In this section, we focus on examining the impacts of various components on the performance of FGS. Firstly, we compare FGS with a path-insensitive typestate analysis on the NIST dataset to understand the precision improvement by path sensitivity. Next, we show the time proportion of different phases of FGS. Subsequently, we present the graph simplification result to understand the statistics of graph simplification achieved by FGS. Finally, we conduct an ablation analysis to comprehend the influences of different slicing methods.

Comparison with path-insensitive typestate analysis. For path-insensitive typestate analysis, we consider all $G_{ICFG}$ edges as executable in a non-deterministic manner. While path-insensitive typestate analysis is capable of uncovering all the bugs detected by FGS, it also tends to produce over 50% more false positives in comparison to FGS. This underscores the significance of employing path-sensitive analysis in enhancing the precision of typestate analysis.

Proportions of analysis time. Figure 9 shows the time proportions of different phases in FGS, including graph generation, multi-point markers extraction, TMS, SMS and main PSTA phase on
Table 3. Graph simplification result. $|V|$, $|V'|$, $|V_{TMS}|$, and $|V_{SMS}|$ represent the number of nodes in $G_{ICFG}$, $G'_{ICFG}$, temporal slice and spatial slice, respectively. $\#Call$ and $\#Call'$ represent the number of calling contexts of $G_{ICFG}$ and $G'_{ICFG}$. $|E|$ and $|E'|$ represent the number of edges in $G_{ICFG}$ and $G'_{ICFG}$.

| Project      | $|V|$  | $|V'|$  | $|V_{TMS}|$ | $|V_{SMS}|$ | $\#Call$ | $\#Call'$ | $|E|$  | $|E'|$  |
|--------------|-------|-------|-----------|-----------|----------|----------|-------|-------|
| darknet      | 136,094 | 1,791 | 5,323     | 1,928     | 9,776    | 93       | 147,852| 1,802 |
| nasm         | 79,330 | 24,946 | 38,081 | 26,604 | 7,435    | 2,317    | 81,638| 26,034|
| tmux         | 162,879 | 2,671 | 4,273     | 3,693     | 940      | 1,928    | 178,924| 2,810 |
| Teeworlds    | 251,356 | 565   | 1,380     | 1,875     | 28,267   | 40       | 246,029| 578   |
| NanoMQ       | 358,312 | 62,543 | 102,118   | 111,041   | 47,646   | 5,523    | 443,670| 61,696|
| redis        | 589,019 | 87,446 | 102,416   | 111,750   | 68,664   | 2,317    | 704,356| 240,956|

Table 4. Ablation analysis results. The "−" in the Time columns indicates a running time of more than 48 hours. FGS-TMS and FGS-SMS represent the versions of FGS using only temporal slicing and spatial slicing respectively. FGS-Base represent the version of FGS without slicing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>FGS</th>
<th>FGS-TMS</th>
<th>FGS-SMS</th>
<th>FGS-Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>darknet</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>2,104</td>
<td>2,542</td>
<td>2,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasm</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>2,482</td>
<td>1,681</td>
<td>4,132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tmux</td>
<td>1,932</td>
<td>5,251</td>
<td>5,782</td>
<td>9,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeworlds</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>4,320</td>
<td>1,424</td>
<td>5,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NanoMQ</td>
<td>8,722</td>
<td>10,176</td>
<td>25,890</td>
<td>13,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>14,266</td>
<td>58,231</td>
<td>23,146</td>
<td>78,131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graph simplification statistics. Table 3 shows the statistics detailing the number of nodes, edges, and calling contexts before and after graph simplification. On average, FGS reduces the number of nodes by 89%, edges by 86%, and calling contexts by 88%. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of our graph simplification approach in eliminating a substantial number of irrelevant nodes. Furthermore, both TMS and SMS contribute to creating more simplified graphs. The intersection of these two techniques produces an even more concise graph.

Ablation analysis. In our ablation analysis, as detailed in Table 4, we compared the runtime and memory costs of various configurations of FGS. These configurations include FGS with only temporal multi-point slicing (FGS-TMS), FGS with only spatial multi-point slicing (FGS-SMS), and FGS without any slicing (FGS-Base). FGS-Base fails to complete the analysis within a 48-hour time budget when applied to projects like tmux, Teeworlds, NanoMQ, and redis. FGS, compared to FGS-Base, exhibited an average speedup of 116× and achieved a notable reduction in memory usage by 93%. Additionally, when comparing FGS with FGS-TMS and FGS-SMS, we observed notable improvements in both runtime and memory consumption. For instance, on the Teeworlds project, FGS was three times faster than FGS-TMS and reduced memory consumption by approximately 29% compared to FGS-SMS. These outcomes align with the benchmark statistics presented in Table 3,
further emphasizing the efficiency enhancements introduced by the composition of temporal and spatial multi-point slicing in FGS.

5.4 Analysis Results using NIST Benchmark (RQ2)

Table 5 compares the performance of six state-of-the-art open-source static analysis tools (IKOS, ClangSA, SABER, Cppcheck, Infer and Sparrow) on the pre-labeled NIST benchmark. We show true positives and false positives of FGS and our baselines on detecting four vulnerability categories: memory leak (CWE-401) [26], double-free (CWE-415) [27], use-after-free (CWE-416) [28] and null dereference (CWE-476) [29]. The last row of the table displays the number of labeled bug ground truth for each category.

Comparison results. FGS effectively identifies all four types of vulnerabilities, setting it apart from IKOS and Sparrow, which lack the ability to detect memory leaks. Additionally, IKOS, SABER, and Sparrow do not provide support for use-after-free detection. Infer and Sparrow also fall short in identifying double-frees. This highlights FGS’s capability to detect a wide range of vulnerabilities by leveraging type-state analysis. Furthermore, FGS achieves the best performance by precisely identifying all the bugs, achieving a 100% true positive rate, and reporting no false alarms, outperforming all six baseline tools. For memory leak detection, our baseline tools exhibit an average precision of merely 53%, whereas FGS consistently reports no false memory leaks. With regard to double-free detection, FGS demonstrates its ability to reduce an average of 50 false positives out of the 228 true bugs identified by our baseline tools. In terms of use-after-frees, although our baselines also report no false alarms, they can only identify a limited number of bugs. For example, ClangSA only uncovers 40 out of the 138 use-after-free bugs, while the other tools fail to detect any. Regarding null dereference detection, our baseline detectors, on average, report a lower precision of 86% compared to FGS.

Result Analysis. In Figure 10, we present three code scenarios, illustrating the factors contributing to FGS’s superior performance compared to the other tools on the NIST dataset. FGS benefits from its precision-preserving path-sensitive analysis upon simplified ICFG. Figure 10(a) shows an example to demonstrate FGS’s ability to capture branch correlations. The code fragment is safe, but IKOS, ClangSA, SABER and Cppcheck report a false double-free alarm at \( \ell_{10} \). At \( \ell_2 \), the variable \( \text{cond} \) derives its value from the function \( \text{rand}() \% 2 \), which consistently returns either true or false. FGS can precisely distinguish the conflicting conditions \( \ell_1 \rightarrow \ell_5 \) and \( \ell_9 \rightarrow \ell_{10} \). Consequently, it deduces that the invocation of the \( \text{free}() \) function at both \( \ell_2 \) and \( \ell_{10} \) cannot occur sequentially. Figure 10(b) presents another instance exemplifying FGS’s prowess in capturing branch correlations. Despite the code fragment being safe, our baseline detectors (ClangSA, SABER and Infer) incorrectly report a false alarm concerning a memory leak. At \( \ell_1 \), the variable \( \text{var} \) receives an initial value generated randomly through \( \text{rand}() \), represented as \( c \). As the execution proceeds to \( \ell_6 \), \( \text{var} \) undergoes a self-increment operation, i.e., \( \text{var} \) changes to \( c + 1 \). FGS can precisely distinguish the conflicting

![Table 5. Comparing true positives (#TP) and false positives (#FP) with six tools using the NIST benchmark. The “−” means that the detection of specific vulnerabilities is not supported by the corresponding tools.](image-url)
Table 6. Comparing FGS with six open-source tools using ten popular applications. #TP and #FP are true positive and false positive, respectively. Time (secs), Mem (MB) are running time and memory costs. The “−” in the Time columns indicates a running time of more than 4h. The “−” in the Mem columns indicates a cost of more than 100 Gigabytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>IKOS</th>
<th>CLANGSA</th>
<th>Saber</th>
<th>Cppcheck</th>
<th>Infer</th>
<th>SPARROW</th>
<th>FGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@TP</td>
<td>@FP</td>
<td>Time (secs)</td>
<td>Mem (MB)</td>
<td>Time (secs)</td>
<td>Mem (MB)</td>
<td>Time (secs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAJL</td>
<td>4 15</td>
<td>2895</td>
<td>4822</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>4 111</td>
<td>3 22</td>
<td>2 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip</td>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>3114</td>
<td>4494</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1 27 151</td>
<td>0 4</td>
<td>18 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzipv2</td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>3684</td>
<td>6215</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>11 145</td>
<td>3 24</td>
<td>3 388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip2</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>6390</td>
<td>6809</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>16 181</td>
<td>2 18</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tar</td>
<td>19 75</td>
<td>5216</td>
<td>8622</td>
<td>11 39</td>
<td>78 301</td>
<td>20 300</td>
<td>245 1145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsm</td>
<td>2 8</td>
<td>5007</td>
<td>9951</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>7 515</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>180 515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tmux</td>
<td>4 1</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>3836</td>
<td>10 6</td>
<td>12 409</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>460 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feeworlds</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>83569</td>
<td>40368</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>83 654</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50 88 1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NanocN</td>
<td>17 29</td>
<td>9344</td>
<td>63068</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>52 555</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>502 1499</td>
<td>19 88</td>
<td>1359 4911</td>
<td>59 1231</td>
<td>1739 54471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>66 169</td>
<td>57844</td>
<td>183170</td>
<td>19 88</td>
<td>1359 4911</td>
<td>59 1231</td>
<td>1739 54471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Capturing branch correlations. (b) Capturing branch correlations. (c) Path-sensitive aliasing.

Fig. 10. Code scenarios to explain the precision of FGS.

conditions $\ell_3 \rightarrow \ell_4$ and $\ell_8 \rightarrow \ell_{10}$. Consequently, it effectively concludes that no memory leaks along the branch $\ell_8 \rightarrow \ell_{10}$. Figure 10(c) provides an example that undergoes FGS’s ability in path-sensitive aliasing. There are no double-frees in this code snippet. However, IKOS, CLANGSA and Cppcheck raise a false positive at $\ell_{10}$. In contrast, FGS precisely discerns that the value attributed to res at $\ell_0$ from $\ell_8$ does not share an aliasing relationship with data at $\ell_1$. This distinction arises due to FGS’s capacity to independently address the aliasing relations across different paths.

5.5 Bugs in Real-World Projects (RQ3)

Table 6 compares the true positives, false positives, running time and memory costs of FGS with six baseline tools (IKOS, CLANGSA, Saber, Cppcheck, Infer and Sparrow) across ten real-world popular applications. Overall, FGS achieves the best performance on reporting 128 bugs, including 105 true bugs and 23 false positives after a rigorous manual examination.

Comparison results and analysis. FGS can find all the bugs reported by our baseline detectors with 61% more true positives on average. Meanwhile, FGS exhibits a higher precision at about 82%, compared to a precision of merely 12% for our baselines. FGS finds more bugs because it effectively handles some hard code features, such as interprocedural analysis, loop handling, and accurate external API modeling. This gives better results than other tools in uncovering more bugs. The key factor behind FGS’s lower false positive rate lies in its scalable yet precision-preserving path-sensitive analysis on top of simplified ICFG. This is particularly clear when comparing FGS with a path-insensitive typestate analysis, which employs similar vulnerability checkers but lacks path-sensitivity. Our observations reveal that the path-insensitive approach yields significantly more false positives (Section 5.3). Furthermore, FGS showcases commendable efficiency in terms of
both runtime and memory usage, managing to complete analyses for all the projects. It is worth noting that although FGS may demand more time for code analysis compared to CLANGSA, SABER, CPPCHECK, INFER, and SPARROW, its superior ability to uncover a multitude of many types of real bugs, coupled with its substantially reduced false positive rate, positions it as a highly valuable tool. Thus, while there might be a modest increase in analysis time, the tangible benefits derived from its bug detection capabilities far outweigh the incurred time overhead.

**Case studies.** Figure 11 depicts three real-world scenarios to demonstrate the effectiveness of FGS in detecting software vulnerabilities. For illustration purposes, we only show the essential parts relevant to the vulnerability. Figure 11(a) shows a safe code snippet extracted from the darknet project, wherein FGS precisely eliminates a false double-free alarm reported by our baselines (IKOS, CLANGSA and CPPCHECK). At $\ell_{11}$, the program releases the memory returned by the function `fgetl1`. Although the heap object `line` allocated at $\ell_3$ is released at $\ell_9$, the return variable at $\ell_6$ is not aliased with `line` along this path. Therefore, the free operation at $\ell_{11}$ is safe. Figure 11(b) presents a null dereference detected by FGS in the Teeworlds project, which is missed by CPPCHECK. The problematic scenario involves the pointer `data` allocated at $\ell_5$, which potentially holds a null value and is subsequently dereferenced at instruction $\ell_9$. Figure 11(c) shows a use-after-free bug simplified from tmux. The function `centre` calls the function `u_ranges` twice at $\ell_6$ and $\ell_{11}$. The initial call releases the memory pointed by `fr` at $\ell_4$. During the second call, at $\ell_9$, the field access of `fr` yields a use-after-free bug, as the memory has already been deallocated in the prior call.

**6 DISCUSSIONS**
This section discusses the impact of SMT solving on PSTA in the analysis of extremely large programs, as well as the potential alternative uses of FGS.

**SMT solving.** The effectiveness and scalability of PSTA is affected by the precision and overhead of SMT solving. It is possible to apply a heavy-weight theorem prover to increase the precision of feasibility checking. On the other hand, it is an interesting topic to trade precision of SMT solving for efficiency when analyzing extremely large programs. Importantly, FGS is not dependent on the type of SMT solving and guarantees that the simplified and original graphs are typestate reachability equivalent (Definition 6).

**Other technique uses.** FGS is designed as a fast graph simplification analysis tool and can serve as a preprocessing step for any PSTA algorithms to boost their performance, thereby facilitating efficient end-to-end bug detection, such as detecting double-frees, use-after-frees, and null dereferences, as outlined by the typestate finite state automaton (Definition 1) in PSTA. FGS produces a compact code graph representation, containing only essential temporal and/or spatial information for later analysis. This enables the main analysis task to be focused on specific program points of interest.
without sacrificing precision. We believe the concept and methodology also apply to other clients, like symbolic execution [18], abstract interpretation [73] and code embedding [19, 21, 22, 69].

7 RELATED WORK

Typestate analysis. Typestate analysis [39, 68] is a widely-used program analysis technique to detect semantically undefined vulnerable execution sequences and improve software reliability [32, 38, 46, 54, 59]. There are several static approaches [14, 33, 37, 44, 45, 50, 74, 80] trying to improve the analysis precision using more precise alias analysis. For example, Li et al. [50] use an access-path-based approach to compute must-aliases. Our approach works on an orthogonal topic that speeds up PSTA, which can be easily adapted to various PSTA algorithms with diverse alias analyses. There is also another branch of hybrid typestate analysis approaches aiming to use static typestate analysis to guide dynamic analysis [15, 16, 35, 72, 78, 79]. For example, Wang et al. [72] present a typestate-guided fuzzer to detect UAF vulnerabilities. For those dynamic approaches, FGS can also work as a complement by enhancing the static typestate analysis.

Path-sensitive analysis. Path-sensitivity determines the feasibility of program paths, which is an essential property for enhancing the precision of static analysis [12, 34, 42, 64, 71]. However, it is challenging to achieve a meet-over-path solution because of the potential unbounded number of paths to be analyzed and the high computational overhead of path conditions. There are several studies proposed to reduce the trade-offs of path condition solving using condition simplification [75], summarization [77] or refinement [12, 23]. However, these works still suffer from scalability when analyzing large programs [65]. Recently, some approaches [63–66] introduce sparse analysis to path-sensitivity. However, these approaches are not applicable to typestate analyses that require tracking multiple program points by following the temporal order.

Graph simplification for static analysis. Graph simplification techniques have been widely used across various program analyses. For pointer analysis, a diverse set of techniques, as evidenced by Manuel et al. [36], Hardekopf and Calvin [40], and Rountev [62], have been employed to streamline constraint graphs utilized in the inclusion-based pointer analysis. For example, Hardekopf and Calvin [40] primarily focus on establishing relations such as pointer-equivalence and location-equivalence among variables, leading to the consolidation of equivalent nodes and consequent graph simplification. In the domain of CFL-reachability, Li et al. [52] propose an approach centered on eliminating graph edges that do not contribute to any InterDyck-paths. Meanwhile, Lei et al. [49] introduce criteria for identifying foldable node pairs with an RSM-based graph-folding algorithm. In contrast, our graph-simplification approach aims at boosting the efficiency of path-sensitive typestate analysis, distinguishing it from these aforementioned studies.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces FGS, a novel approach to boosting the efficiency of path-sensitive typestate analysis (PSTA), focusing on accelerating the path-sensitive algorithm. FGS introduces a novel tempo-spatial multi-point slicing technique, which effectively reduces computational complexity and memory costs in PSTA by simplifying the ICFG while retaining vital temporal and spatial information. We have evaluated FGS using the NIST benchmark and ten real-world projects. Our experimental results demonstrate that our approach, on average, reduces the number of ICFG nodes by 89% and the calling context by 88%, leading to a 116× speedup and a 93% reduction in memory usage. Furthermore, FGS outperforms six popular static detectors in memory leak, double-free, use-after-free and null dereference detection. FGS achieves notably higher precision (up to 171%) and detects more true positives (up to 245%) on the NIST dataset. Across the ten large-scale projects, FGS identifies 105 real bugs with remarkable precision (82%), surpassing our baseline tools.
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